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out o£ the purposes of the Union. These institutions
are usually very few in number, and generally the
decisions of these common bodies have only a recom-
mendatory as opposed to a mandatory force. The
typical cases are of the American Confederation (1781-1789),
the Swiss Confederation (upto 1874), and the German
Confederation (upto 1874).
Lastly there is the federal union in which the federating
states definitely lose their erstwhile independent charac-
ter, and while retaining some powers in their separate
capacities for internal administration they become one state for
the purpose of exercising all the other powers of government,
and with this object in view they create above themselves
a new supreme power in the form of the federal Government
Thus all unions or political combinations apart from
those of a mixed type like the Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy fall within the four kinds enumerated above;
namely (i) personal unions, (ii) real unions, (iii) leagues
or confederacies, or (iv) federations. The first three kinds
of unions dift'er from federations in this important respect
that in (i) and (ii) the uniting states retain their indepen-
dent characters but unite for a few advantages, and in (ii) they
lose their separate characters even in their internal autonomy
and become a unitary state, while in the case of federations
the federating states lose their sovereign character but retain
their internal independence, setting up above themselves a
new supreme authority which becomes the real Government
of the federated country* Theso federations foim the subject
of the present discussions and investigation.
(B) federalism defined.
When two or more states combine to establish a new
state retaining at the same time a placo and status for them-
selves inside the new organisation, they arc said to form
a federation. It may sometimes happen that a state is

